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Abstract

Here we describe a new trait-based model for cellular resource allocation that we use to investigate the relative
importance of different drivers for small cell size in phytoplankton. Using the model, we show that increased
investment in nonscalable structural components with decreasing cell size leads to a trade-off between cell size,
nutrient and light affinity, and growth rate. Within the most extreme nutrient-limited, stratified environments,
resource competition theory then predicts a trend toward larger minimum cell size with increasing depth. We
demonstrate that this explains observed trends using a marine ecosystem model that represents selection and
adaptation of a diverse community defined by traits for cell size and subcellular resource allocation. This
framework for linking cellular physiology to environmental selection can be used to investigate the adaptive
response of the marine microbial community to environmental conditions and the adaptive value of variations in
cellular physiology.

A key challenge facing marine biogeochemical modelers
is how best to represent the important role that diverse,
rapidly evolving microbial populations play in marine
biogeochemical cycles. Simple models, which may include
just a single state variable for all phytoplankton (e.g.,
Fasham et al. 1990), often ignore the distinct functional
role that different taxa perform (e.g., silicifying, or
calcifying organisms), while more complicated models,
which attempt to explicitly resolve multiple functional types
(Le Quéré et al. 2005), can face severe practical problems in
terms of the number of organism-level measurements and
parameters required to describe the model (Anderson 2005;
Flynn 2006). A still more fundamental problem lies in how
best to represent adaptive or evolutionary processes, which
are typically ignored in current state-of-the-art marine
ecosystem models.

Recent approaches have attempted to address some of
these issues (Follows and Dutkiewicz 2011). For example,
Follows et al. (2007) used a Monte-Carlo sampling method
with a marine ecosystem model that included a diverse
phytoplankton community, described by a set of empiri-
cally motivated traits with trade-offs. Emergent patterns in
phytoplankton biogeography were in broad agreement with
observations, illustrating the importance of environmental
selection in determining spatial and temporal patterns in
phytoplankton biogeography. The same model has also
been used to examine drivers for latitudinal patterns in
biodiversity (Barton et al. 2010) and the effect of chromatic
adaptation on community structure in oligotrophic envi-
ronments (Hickman et al. 2010). Meanwhile, Bruggeman
and Kooijman (2007) described a biodiversity-based
marine ecosystem model in which species were defined by
a generic model with continuous trait values for investment

in nutrient- and light-harvesting machinery. In their model,
trade-offs between traits emerged naturally as a result of
different allocation strategies. When configured for a
representative oligotrophic open-ocean site, the model
was shown to capture several well-known phenomena,
including the formation of a deep chlorophyll maximum
and nutrient-driven seasonal succession.

These approaches demonstrate the potential of models
that include a representation of traits with trade-offs,
diversity, ecosystem processes, and environmental selection
both to link to ecological and evolutionary theory and to
identify the role of different processes in shaping ecosystem
structure. Central to a trait-based approach is a represen-
tation of diversity and trade-offs between traits, and it is
primarily these aspects that we explore here with a new
trait-based model. Our overall objective is to take a
stepwise approach to constructing a process-based repre-
sentation of the marine ecosystem that includes adaptation
within laboratory-derived physiological constraints. We
include a representation of physiology with the aim of
identifying the adaptive value of taxa-specific physiological
differences. The key elements of the approach are (1) a
representation of diversity and trait trade-offs based on a
generic cell model with subcellular resource allocation that
is grounded in laboratory studies, (2) an agent-based model
for environmental interactions of a diverse population that
includes individual life histories and evolutionary dynam-
ics, and (3) a bottom-up approach that uses model-data
comparisons to identify missing ecosystem processes.

Our overall approach to deriving trait cost-benefit trade-
offs from resource allocation and a physiological model for
growth as a function of the environment shares many of its
design principles with the resource allocation model for
terrestrial plants of Tilman (1988, 1990), who investigated
questions relating to diversity, resource competition,
ecological succession, and environmental selection. The
coarse-grained approach to physiology and resource alloca-
tion employed here and by Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007)
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is also comparable to the dynamic energy budget approach
of Kooijman (2000). The economic analogy for resource
allocation and cost-benefit analysis, which is inherent within
these different models, was discussed in the context of
terrestrial plants by Bloom et al. (1985).

As in Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007), our cell model
explicitly resolves the process of allocating resources to
different subcellular components—effectively aggregated
enzyme systems—and thereby represents the cost benefit of
resource allocation as described for phytoplankton by
Shuter (1979), Raven (1984), and Geider et al. (2009). In
the model, each component functions at an empirically
derived rate that, as an initial hypothesis, is assumed to be
evolutionarily conserved across taxa. Costs are derived
from bottom-up calculations of resource investment
(Raven 1994). Biomass generation and growth rate then
follow from biophysical constraints (e.g., diffusion limited
nutrient uptake), the chain of component rate limitations,
and environmental conditions (e.g., light or nutrient
availability). To link to laboratory studies of phytoplank-
ton physiology, we build on the work of Shuter (1979) and
Geider et al. (1996) while noting that the recent work
(Buescher et al. 2012) has also demonstrated the potential
of coarse-grained models of subcellular physiology to
capture key cost-benefit trade-offs, as determined by
detailed omics-based investigations. Importantly, the ap-
proach, based on subcellular resource allocation, can
represent individual acclimation (as dynamic reallocation
to components (Geider et al. 1997; Bonachela et al. 2011),
diversity (as constant allocation defined by traits), and
adaptation (as changes in allocation through reproduction
with variation).

The agent-based modeling approach permits us to track
individual life histories and to include evolutionary
dynamics (Clark et al. 2011). Each agent represents a
clonal population of cells at a point in trait space defined
by a digital genome (Clark et al. 2011). Lagrangian agents
are then embedded in one-dimensional (1-D) and three-
dimensional (3-D) physical environments, defined by the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Ocean
General Circulation Model (OGCM). Agents grow at a
rate determined by environmental conditions and resources
and reproduce with variation introduced through random
point mutations. Agents may die as a result of predation or
by resource starvation. Resources and agents are mixed by
the OGCM. The model thus includes resource competition
and predator-induced mortality, microevolutionary dy-
namics, and dispersal.

We thus take a stepwise approach to understanding the
role of different processes in shaping ecosystem structure
(Thingstad et al. 2010). For this study, allocation is fixed by
traits (i.e., acclimation is not represented), and rates of
mutation are high, leading to rapid rates of adaptation and
effectively a small background input of all species. Thus,
the model implicitly includes the assumption that ‘‘every-
thing is everywhere’’ (Baas-Becking 1934), as in Follows et
al. (2007) and Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007).

We focus here on controls on cell size, something that
was not explicitly considered in the model of subcellular
resource allocation presented by Bruggeman and Kooijman

(2007). Here, cell size is represented as a trait, where we
include two key factors: the effect of size on specific
nutrient uptake via diffusion limitation (favoring small cells
in nutrient-limited environments; Irwin et al. 2006; Raven
1999) and the cost of this increased nutrient affinity
via increased relative resource allocation to cell-surface–
associated components in smaller cells. We use a minimal
coarse-grained cell model with subcellular components for
the photosynthetic apparatus, the biosynthetic apparatus,
and cell structure (Fig. 1). For the purpose of this study,
which focuses on resource-scarce environments where
bottom-up controls on cell size likely dominate (Raven
et al. 2005), predation is parameterized by a constant size-
independent factor. We therefore omit size-dependent top-
down controls favoring investment in defense mechanisms
such as armor and (usually) large cell size (Armstrong
1994), which may be important in more dynamic resource-
rich environments.

We use this model first to investigate the contribution
of bottom-up controls (via nutrient availability and size-
dependent nutrient affinity) on community size structure in
the global ecosystem and over seasonal times scales at a 1-
D time-series site. We then look in more detail at the effect
of the light and hence depth-dependent trade-off between
nutrient affinity and resource allocation in determining
minimum cell size in extreme oligotrophic regions, where
competitive exclusion by the smallest cells means that they
are dominating the nutrient uptake.

In particular, here we investigate the following questions:
What sets the minimum size that organisms inhabiting
oligotrophic environments can attain? What costs are
associated with extremely small cell size? And how do these
factors influence the size structure of microbial communities
in these environments? The analysis draws on the work of
Raven (1994), who estimated the minimum size limit for
prokaryote and eukaryote photoautotrophs by considering
the fraction of the cell volume taken up by nonscalable
structural components. These include cell membranes, which
must maintain a minimum thickness as cell size is reduced,
and the minimal amount of genetic material required to
encode for all essential ribosomal ribonucleic acids (RNAs),
transfer RNAs, and messenger RNAs and thus all essential
polypeptides necessary to sustain a free-living photoauto-
troph. Support for this hypothesis is provided by evidence
for the streamlining of both genomes (Giovannoni et al.
2005; Partensky and Garczarek 2010) and cell wall structures
(Ting et al. 2007) in the smallest prokaryotes, which imply a
selection pressure for minimal architectures and structures
in oligotrophic environments and a trade-off between the
various benefits associated with small cell size and the
necessary allocation of resources to nonscalable compo-
nents. It is also consistent with the observed larger minimum
size for eukaryotes (Raven 1999): the smallest eukaryote
Osterococcus tauri has an equivalent spherical radius (ESR)
of 0.475 mm (Courties et al. 1994) as compared with the
smallest prokaryotic photoautotroph Prochlorococcus, with
an ESR in culture of 0.25–0.35 mm (Morel et al. 1993).

We also draw on recent observations in oligotrophic
environments that indicate that the uptake of dissolved
inorganic nutrients is dominated by the smallest prokaryotes,
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including Prochlorococcus and heterotrophic SAR11 (SAR
for Sargasso) clade cells (Zubkov et al. 2007), with larger
picoeukaryotes appearing to satisfy their nutrient require-
ments through phagotrophy (Hartmann et al. 2012). These
observations are consistent with theoretical models that
indicate that smaller cells experience higher diffusion-limited
nutrient influxes relative to their requirements for growth in
nutrient-limited environments (Chisholm 1992; Kiørboe
2008), which, in steady state, should result in the competitive
exclusion of larger organisms, which will tend to have higher
limiting nutrient concentrations, as denoted by R* (Tilman
1982).

The plan for the article is as follows. We first describe the
cell model, the bottom-up calculation of size-dependent
allocation to structure, and the calculation of optimal
allocation in prescribed steady-state environments. We then
describe the embedding of the cell model in a trait-based
marine ecosystem model in which resource allocation is
now determined by traits and is an evolvable property of
each population in a diverse phytoplankton community.
We then analyze the cell model to derive optimal cell size
and resource allocation strategies in steady-state resource-
scarce and resource-rich environments. We then use the
ecosystem model to first demonstrate that environmental
selection for phytoplankton strategies is qualitatively

consistent with overall observed trends in biogeography.
We then examine trends in cell size with depth in
representative oligotrophic environments.

Methods

Cell model—Each cell is divided into three different
functional compartments: structural components (S), the
photosynthetic apparatus (L), and the biosynthetic appa-
ratus (E; Fig. 1), based on the model of Shuter (1979).
These are treated in terms of their fractional contribution
to the total cell mass, with the condition that S + L + E 5 1.

Resource allocation to structural biomass—Resource
allocation to ‘‘structural’’ biomass includes all non–light-
harvesting and non–biosynthesis-related material and
hence represents both nuclear material (deoxyribonucleic
acid [DNA]) and cell-surface–associated components (cell
surface membranes, including directly membrane-associat-
ed proteins, and a less well defined contribution from the
periplasm, including binding proteins involved in nutrient
transport). This inclusive definition of ‘‘cell surface
associated’’ essentially represents a mechanistic approach
to quantifying resource allocation to ‘‘nutrient uptake
machinery,’’ as in Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007). In this

Fig. 1. Model schematic. Solid blue and red arrows indicate specific flow rates, with units
h21. The flows from photosynthesis (fP) and biosynthesis (fS) are proportional to the amount of
investment in the photosynthetic apparatus and biosynthetic apparatus, respectively. The rate at
which diffusion delivers nutrients to the cell (given by fN) is a function of the cell radius, r. The
‘‘control box’’ (black circle, with valve inset) determines how the products of biosynthesis are
allocated to different subcellular components (red arrows). Allocation strategies may be
genetically defined, as in the agent-based model (ABM), or derived from optimality principles
(see main text). Structural material (light brown) consists of genetic material (DNA) and cell
surface–associated components, including the cytoplasmic membrane and the outer membrane.
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section, we proceed by making a bottom-up calculation
based on the inventory of known structural components
(DNA and cell membranes), which we would expect to
underestimate total allocation to structure, as it ignores the
contribution from material within the periplasm (cf. Sowell
et al. 2009).

To calculate S, we first make the simplifying assumption
that each cell is perfectly spherical (radius, r), and that it
possesses a Gram-negative cell wall, meaning that it must
allocate resources to an outer membrane and the cytoplas-
mic membrane. The thicknesses of both the outer
membrane and the cytoplasmic membrane, given by tom

and tcm, respectively, were assumed to be constant and
equal to 8 nm, which is in the middle of the range (6–10 nm)
suggested by observations (Neidhardt et al. 1990). The
periplasm was assumed to have a thickness (tp) of 15 nm
(Madigan and Martinko 2009). The total membrane
volume (Vmembs) is then given by

Vmembs~
4p

3
r3{ r{tomð Þ3
� �h

z r{tom{tp

� �3
{ r{tom{tp{tcm

� �3
� �i ð1Þ

Membrane density varies depending on the relative fraction
of the membrane volume associated with lipids and
proteins. Assigning a density of 0.9 and 1.3 Mg m23 to
lipids and proteins, respectively, and assuming that the
membrane is 70% protein by mass, with the remainder
being lipid, yields an overall membrane density, rmembs, of
1.15 Mg m23 (Raven 1984). The mass of material, mmembs,
associated with cell membranes is then

mmembs~220|
rmembs

1:15 Mg m{3

� �
Vmembs

0:19 mm3

� �
fg ð2Þ

where we have nondimensionalized the equation using
default values for rmembs and Vmembs (the latter calculated
using a value for r of 1 mm in Eq. 1).

In the case of DNA, which has been observed to scale
with cell size (Ting et al. 2007), we simplify the model by
focusing on the minimal amount of DNA required to
sustain a free-living autotroph. This is achieved by
assuming a constant genome size of 1.75 Mbp, equal to
that observed in the ‘‘near minimal’’ oxygenic photoauto-
troph Prochlorococcus marianus SS120 (Dufresne et al.
2005). With an assumed mass of 618 Da bp21 (Muddiman
et al. 1997), the mass of material associated with DNA
(mDNA) is 1.80 fg.

Finally, we assume that the overall cell density, rcell, is
constant and equal to 1 Mg m23 and that there are 0.47 g
dry g21 wet weight (given by gdry wt), which is in the middle
of the range reported for cyanobacteria (Reynolds 2006).
The cell dry mass is then given by the expression

mcell~480|
4p

3

gdry wt

0:47 g g{1

� �
rcell

1 Mg m{3

� �
r

1 mm

� �3

fg ð3Þ

where we have again nondimensionalized the equation
using default values for different parameters, which yield a

cell dry mass of 2000 fg. The fraction of the cell dry mass
associated with structural components is then

S~
mmembszmDNA

mcell
ð4Þ

Importantly, here allocation to structure is explicitly tied to
cell size, which permits us to mechanistically link nutrient
acquisition to observations of cell size (c.f. Bruggeman and
Kooijman 2007).

Resource allocation and cell growth—Following the
necessary allocation of resources to structural components,
the remainder, 1 2 S, may be partitioned between the
photosynthetic and biosynthetic apparatus without restric-
tion. In the model, L, E, and S are each synthesis products
that incur a cost of synthesis, wS, and require nutrient in the
fixed stoichiometric ratio, vC : P, where phosphate is
assumed to be the sole limiting nutrient (see Table 1). In
addition to a cost of synthesis, all cells pay a maintenance
cost, wm (h21), which is a function of the ambient
temperature, T:

wmðTÞ ¼ wmðT0ÞQðT�T0Þ=10
10 ð5Þ

The maximum potential rate of photosynthesis, fP (h21), is
assumed proportional to the investment in light-harvesting
machinery L and the light intensity Iz. It is given by the
expression

fP~kPIZL ð6Þ

where kP is the efficiency of the photosynthetic apparatus
and is empirically derived (Shuter 1979). The products of
photosynthesis may be (1) used to satisfy cell maintenance
requirements, (2) used for biosynthesis, or (3) wasted (e.g.,
through fluorescence or nonphotochemical quenching and
where we assume that photodamage is negligible).

The actual rate of biosynthesis, fS, is given by the most
limiting of three factors: the rate of photosynthesis, the
maximum rate of biosynthesis, and the supply of nutrient
to the cell (cf. Mei et al. 2009):

fS~ min

fP{wmð Þ
1zwS

kSðT0ÞQ T{T0ð Þ=10
10 E

fN

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ

The factor (1 + wS) accounts for the cost of small and large
molecule biosynthesis, expressed as the fractional efficiency
in converting carbohydrate to protein, lipid, and other
components of biomass. We use the formulation and
parameter values of Shuter (1979), which are based on the
cost of synthesizing 40% lipid and 60% protein, as taken
from Penning De Vries et al. (1974). The maximum rate
of biosynthesis is proportional to investment E in the
biosynthetic apparatus with (constant) efficiency kS. The
maximum rate of nutrient uptake fN is assumed to be
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determined by diffusion to the cell surface (see next
section).

During active growth, the growth rate, m, is given by the
rate of biosynthesis. During starvation, the growth rate is
negative, fS 5 0, and m 5 fP 2 wm:

m
fS if fP§wm

fP{wm if fPvwm

�
ð8Þ

As growth is assumed to be balanced, each separate subcellular
component increases (or decreases) in the ratio L : E : S.

Nutrient uptake—We assume that the maximum rate of
nutrient uptake is diffusion limited and that each cell is a
perfect spherical collector, with a nutrient concentration of
zero at the cell surface. The maximum per-cell nutrient
uptake rate, Q (mol s21) is then given by (Pasciak 1974;
Berg and Purcell 1977)

Q~4pDr R ð9Þ

where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient for a given
dissolved nutrient (~ 1029 m2 s21 for phosphate) and R is
its concentration outside the diffusion boundary layer.
Dividing through by the phosphorous content of the cell
then gives the mass-specific uptake rate fN:

fN~
4pDr R

4p

3
|

1

12
|gdry wtrcellr

3Ccellv
{1
C:P

ð10Þ

where Ccell is the fraction of the cell dry mass that is carbon.
Nondimensionalizing using default values for the different
parameters then gives

fN~0:060|
D

10{9m2s{1

� �
rcell

1 g cm{3

� �{1
gdry wt

0:47 g g{1

� �{1

Ccell

0:5

� �{1
vC:P

106

� � r

1 mm

� �{2
R

1 nmol L{1

� �
h{1

ð11Þ

As this scales with 1/r2 (Kiørboe 2008), smaller cells will
naturally possess higher nutrient affinities (Tambi et al.
2009), yielding a significant competitive advantage in
nutrient-limited environments.

Optimal allocation in time-independent environments—
Optimal cell size and optimal resource allocation to L and
E were derived by solving numerically for the maximum
growth rate as a function of imposed (and fixed) light and
nutrient levels. In cases where the cell size was assumed
fixed, optimal values for L and E only were derived. For
the fixed cell size case, the graphical approach of Tilman
(1982) was used to derive the limiting resource concentra-
tion R* and the corresponding optimal cell size ropt for a
given achieved growth rate.

Selection in an ecosystem model—The agent-based
model: In the marine ecosystem model, a population of ,
800 individual Lagrangian agents is maintained in each grid
cell of the physical ocean model. Because of computational
limitations, we do not model individual cells. Rather, each
agent is representative of many identical real-life individ-
uals (Rose 1993; Scheffer et al. 1995). The ‘‘split and
combine’’ algorithm of Woods et al. (2005) was applied on
a per-grid-cell basis to keep agent numbers within
computationally tractable bounds (see also Clark et al.
2011). Agents are mixed diffusively in the vertical but for
reasons related to computational efficiency are not laterally
advected. The vertical diffusion rate used by the circulation
model is used to exchange the appropriate fraction of the
agent populations between grid cells in each model time
step. Accuracy of this agent mixing implementation was
verified by comparing the time evolution of the spatial
distribution of a set of passive test particles in the agent
model with that of tracer transport in the physical model.

The model of subcellular resource allocation was used to
determine the growth rate of individual cells, which in turn
was used to determine the net uptake (uptake 2 respiration)
of inorganic phosphate by the agent population. Following

Table 1. Symbols and units for parameters and variables used in the cell model. Physiological rates are taken directly from
Shuter (1979).

Symbol Value Units Description

r mm Median cell radius over the division cycle
S — Fraction of the cell dry mass associated with structural components
L — Fraction of the cell dry mass associated with the photosynthetic apparatus
E — Fraction of the cell dry mass associated with the biosynthetic apparatus
m h21 Growth rate
fP h21 Rate of photosynthesis
fN h21 Rate of transfer of nutrient, N, into the cell
fS h21 Rate of transfer of fixed carbon to functional cellular material
fS

j h21 Rate of production of carbon associated with compartment j (j5S, L, E)
wm(T0) 0.001 h21 Cost of maintenance at T5T0

wS 0.67 — Cost of synthesis
kP 3.931023 (mE m22 s21)21 h21 Efficiency of the photosynthetic apparatus
kS(T0) 0.168 h21 Efficiency of the biosynthetic apparatus at T5T0

Q10 2 Temperature dependence of biosynthesis and maintenance rates
vC : P 106 Ratio of carbon to phosphate in functional cellular material
T0 25 uC Reference temperature for reaction rates
IZ mE m22 s21 Light intensity at depth Z
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discretization along the z-axis, this is given by

1

Vk

X
Agents

1

vC:P
mimiSSup,i ð12Þ

where Vk (m3) is the volume of the kth depth element, mi

(pmol C cell21) is the carbon content of an individual
belonging to agent i, and SSup,i is the number of individuals
agent i represents (Clark et al. 2011). The rate of change of
an individual’s carbon content is given by the equation dm/dt
5 mm. Individuals reproduce when their carbon content
increases from a minimum, m0, to m $ 2m0. At the point of
division, the parent’s biomass is divided between the two
offspring, with a small partitioning inequality introduced in
order to avoid artifactual synchronization effects (Hellweger
and Kianirad 2007).

In the model, mortality is handled stochastically, with
agents facing a fixed probability of death each time step,
equivalent to a mortality rate, mmort, of 0.20 d21. At each
time step, a virtual coin flip is performed, with the agent
killed if this probability is satisfied. When an agent dies, a
fraction, fDOP, of the cellular phosphorous is channeled
into the dissolved organic phosphorous (DOP) pool, with
the remainder released as particulate organic phosphorous
(POP). DOP and POP are remineralized back to phosphate
at rates kDOP and kPOP, respectively. POP also sinks
through the water column at a rate wPOP (m d21).

Adaptation of genetically defined traits: The method for
including genetically defined traits is outlined by Clark
et al. (2011). This method uses a genetic algorithm to
represent rapid adaptation of the microbial population.
Here the model included genetically defined traits for cell
size (given by r) and the relative investment in the
photosynthetic apparatus (Lrel), which determines L
through the relationship

L~Lrel 1{Sð Þ ð13Þ

L is thus set by a combination of both Lrel and r that
directly determines S. E is then calculated using the
relationship S + L + E 5 1.

The term r represents the median cell radius over the cell
division cycle—no attempt was made to calculate changes
in cell size during an individual’s lifetime (i.e., S is calculated
from r and considered constant for the lifetime of an
individual); r was permitted to vary in the range 0.1 # r #
2 mm between individuals, and Lrel was permitted to take any

value in the range 0 # Lrel # 1. At the point of reproduction,
mutant offspring are created with a probability, Pmut. If a
mutation occurs on a given trait, a new trait value is selected
from a continuous uniform distribution spanning the full
range of permissible trait values (i.e., the new trait value
associated with the mutant offspring is assumed to be
independent of the trait value associated with the ancestor).
It should be noted that as the cell radius directly determines
S and as S sets the upper bound on L, mutational changes
in r, which are independent of Lrel, also affect L through
Eq. 13.

The physical and biogeochemical model: For global
simulations, the evolutionary agent-based marine ecosys-
tem model was coupled to a 2.8u configuration of the MIT
OGCM with 15 vertical levels (50 m at the surface,
increasing to 690 m at depth), which is briefly described
in Adcroft et al. (2011). The model was forced with
climatological surface wind stresses (Trenberth et al. 1989)
and surface heat and fresh water fluxes (Jiang et al. 1999).
Sea surface temperature and salinity were also relaxed
toward climatological values (Levitus and Boyer 1994a,b).
The model includes three passive tracers: dissolved
inorganic phosphate (P) as the sole limiting nutrient,
dissolved organic phosphorous, and particulate organic
phosphorous, which excludes any contribution from living
phytoplankton cells.

The rates of change of phosphate, DOP, and POP in the
3-D setup are given by the following equations:

LP

Lt
z+: uPð Þ~+: K+Pð Þ{ uptake{respirationð Þ

zkDOPDOPzkPOPPOP

ð14Þ

LDOP

Lt
z+: uDOPð Þ~+: K+DOPð Þ

{kDOPPOPzfDOPMortality

ð15Þ

LPOP

Lt
z+: uPOPð Þ~+: K+POPð Þ{ L

Lz
wPOPPOPð Þ

{kPOPPOPz 1{fDOPð ÞMortality

ð16Þ

where u is the transformed Eulerian mean velocity
including a parameterization of mesoscale eddy transport
and K is a mixing tensor representing isopycnal and

Table 2. Symbols and units for parameters and variables used in the evolutionary individual-based marine ecosystem model.

Symbol Value Units Description

mi pmol C cell21 Carbon content of a representative individual belonging to agent i
SSup,i — Number of representative individuals agent i represents
m0 1 pmol C cell21 Minimum carbon content of a representative individual
Pmut 0.01 % chance per loci Mutation probability
mmort 0.2 d21 Effective mortality rate
fDOP 0.67 — Partitioning of detrital phosphorous between DOP and POP
kDOP 0.01 d21 DOP remineralization rate
kPOP 0.033 d21 POP remineralization rate
vPOP 10 m d21 POP sinking rate
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diapycnal mixing (Gent and McWilliams 1990). Other
symbols and parameter values are listed in Table 2. Agents
were mixed diffusively in the vertical, as described below
for the 1-D configuration, but were not laterally advected.
The model was run forward for 5 yr, after which time there
remained a small residual drift in globally integrated net
primary production (NPP). Annual means were formed for
the fifth year of the simulation.

For the 1-D simulation, we used a variable vertical grid
consisting of 35 depth levels, with a resolution of 10 m in
the top 140 m, 15 m down to 215 m, and steadily increasing
thereafter. The model was integrated forward for 20 yr,
with results taken from the 20th year of the simulation. The
rates of change of phosphate, DOP, and POP in the 1-D
setup are given by Eqs. 14–16 but without lateral nutrient
advection. The model was configured for the Bermuda
Atlantic Time Series (BATS) site (31u509N, 64u109W) in the
Sargasso Sea. Physical (temperature) and biogeochemical
(phosphate) fields were initialized using data from the
World Ocean Atlas (WOA) 2005 (Garcia et al. 2006;
Locarnini et al. 2006). Salinity was kept uniform through-
out the water column at 35.

In the 1-D setup, lateral nutrient advection, which can be
important in terms of NPP in the oligotrophic subtropical
gyres (Williams and Follows 1998, 2003), was parameter-
ized by imposing a constant lateral nutrient in flow of 4.82
3 10212 mol P m23 s21 over the top 100 m of the water
column. This nutrient source, based on values taken from
(Williams and Follows 2003), effectively balances out the
loss of nutrient to the main thermocline via the export of
organic material below the seasonal boundary layer
(Williams and Follows 2003). In order to prevent the
excessive buildup of nutrient below the seasonal boundary
layer, nutrients were also relaxed toward climatological
values using a relaxation time scale of 1 yr.

Vertical mixing rates were calculated using the K-Profile
Parameterization scheme of Large et al. (1994). Mixed-
layer dynamics were driven by relaxing sea surface
temperature toward monthly climatological values from
the WOA using a relaxation time scale of 3 d (Hickman
et al. 2010). The model was also forced at the surface with
monthly climatological wind stresses from Trenberth et al.
(1989).

Model evaluation: Depth-integrated NPP for the fifth
year of the global simulation was in qualitative agreement
with observations in the oligotrophic subtropical gyres,
which are the main focus of this study. However, the model
overestimates production in high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll
regions, such as the equatorial Pacific and regions of the
Southern Ocean, in part reflecting the absence of micro-
nutrient limitation in the model. For 1-D simulations, NPP
and carbon export at 150 m were within observational
bounds at BATS (Karl et al. 2003). The contribution of
nutrient entrainment and lateral nutrient advection to new
production are , 26% and , 64%, respectively. The
relatively small contribution from nutrient entrainment is
likely a result of a somewhat shallow winter mixed layer
that extends down to just 180 m, as compared with
observations that indicate that winter mixed-layer depths

vary between 160 and 300 m on average (Steinberg et al.
2001).

Results

Allocation to structure as a function of cell size—The
calculated fraction of the biomass taken up by structural
components (see Methods) is shown in Fig. 2. We find that
the fraction of the total dry mass taken up by the near
minimal compliment of nonscalable components in a
Prochlorococcus cell with a cell radius of 0.5 mm is ,
25%, which is equivalent to , 18% of the total cell dry
mass being associated with membrane-bound proteins
(assuming a constant protein density per membrane area).
Our calculation also indicates that structural components
constitute a significant (. 50%) fraction of the cell dry
mass in spherical Gram-negative photoautotrophic cells
with radii / 0.2 mm. This result is consistent, given the
approximate nature of the calculation, with the apparent ,
0.25 mm lower ESR limit observed for Prochlorococcus
(Morel et al. 1993), and the observed minimum size of
heterotrophic Pelagibacter ubique cells, with an ESR of ,
0.18 mm (Nicastro et al. 2006). It is also consistent with
metaproteomic analyses of P. ubique that indicate that ,
80% of proteins are transport related (Sowell et al. 2009),
which are logically assigned to structural components.

Optimal cell allocation and size in time-independent
environments—For time-independent environments, we
can define optimal allocation strategies as those that
maximize either growth rate (for the nutrient unlimited
case) or competitive ability for resources (for the nutrient-
supply–limited case).

Optimal cell size and allocation to L and E: Maximiza-
tion of growth rate gives the optimal cell size and optimal

Fig. 2. Fraction of the cell dry mass associated with cell
membranes and the genome in a perfectly spherical Gram-
negative photoautotroph as a function of the cell radius r.
Calculations based on Raven (1994).
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allocation to the photosynthetic (e.g., chlorophyll, acces-
sory pigments) and biosynthetic (e.g., ribosomes) machin-
ery for a range of different environmental conditions, as
shown in Fig. 3. At a given light intensity, lower nutrient
levels favor smaller cells (Fig. 3B), necessarily decreasing
the relative allocation to the photosynthetic (Fig. 3C) and
biosynthetic (Fig. 3D) machinery through increased allo-
cation to structure. At a given nutrient level, lower light
levels favor larger cells, allocating more resources to the
photosynthetic machinery, as in Shuter (1979).

Optimal size for competitive ability for resources: For
the steady-state, nutrient-supply–limited case (a chemostat
or an oligotrophic, permanently stratified, low-latitude
marine environment with competitive exclusion by the
smallest cells), the optimal cell size and subcellular resource
allocation strategy follow from resource competition
theory (Tilman 1982). Competition for resources will drive
the nutrient concentration down to the lowest limiting
nutrient concentration where the population growth rate
balances losses (via predation, viral lysis, and so on) from
the system and nutrient supply determines the population
size.

The achieved (maximized) growth rates for optimally
allocating cells grown in high-light and low-light conditions
for a range of different resource concentrations and cell sizes
are shown in Fig. 4A,B, respectively. For a given set of
environmental conditions, there is an optimal cell size that

maximizes the organism’s growth rate (cf. Fig. 3). For cells
below this size, the organism is effectively hampered by the
necessary allocation of resources to structural components,
reducing its potential biosynthetic and photosynthetic
capacity. For cell sizes above this, the growth rate is limited
by the rate at which diffusion delivers nutrients to the cell. For
a given imposed loss rate, the optimal cell size and R* can then
be derived graphically (Fig. 4A,B) as the point on the zero-
net-growth isocline with the smallest cell size and nutrient
level. Both R* and optimal cell size are higher under low-light
conditions, reflecting the fact that the organism must allocate
more resources to the photosynthetic apparatus.

Environmental controls on cell size in a model ocean:
Global biogeography and controls on cell size: When
coupled to the 3-D OGCM, environmental selection results
in emergent patterns in phytoplankton cell size and
allocation strategies (Fig. 5), demonstrating the influence
of bottom-up controls and dynamics on phytoplankton
biogeography (Irwin et al. 2006; Dutkiewicz et al. 2009).
In the model, larger (ESR approximately . 1 mm) fast-
growing cells dominate in high-latitude bloom-forming
environments (Fig. 5). In these dynamic regions, resource
levels are not drawn down to steady-state limiting values,
and cell sizes between the minimum and the diffusion-
limited maximum are favored. In contrast, smaller (ESR
approximately , 0.5 mm) cells dominate in stable

Fig. 3. (A) Achieved growth rate, (B) the optimal cell size, (C) optimal photosynthesis investment, and (D) optimal biosynthesis
investment as a function of the external nutrient concentration (horizontal axis) and light level (vertical axis).
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low-latitude oligotrophic environments, where competition
for resources results in nutrient drawdown and the
competitive exclusion of larger cells.

In the absence of top-down controls, the model under-
predicts cell size except in the most extreme oligotrophic
regions. Outside of these regions, size-dependent predation
will limit the population size of the smallest cells, allowing
nutrient levels to rise and larger size classes to persist in
both steady-state and dynamic environments (Chisholm
1992; Armstrong 1994). Our model is then most applicable
in extreme oligotrophic regions, where the smallest (i.e.,
Prochlorococcus) photoautotrophs dominate autotrophic
nutrient uptake, indicating that bottom-up controls on
phytoplankton cell size dominate.

Seasonality and bloom dynamics in a 1-D environment:
To further investigate the effect of bottom-up controls on
cell size and to illustrate the limit of the oligotrophic region
within which they likely dominate, we explore trends in the
size of phytoplankton cells with changes in light intensity

and nutrient availability in a time-varying, 1-D environ-
ment, representative of the oligotrophic Bermuda Atlantic
Time Series site (31u509N, 64u109W) in the Sargasso Sea.
This choice of site also enables a direct comparison with the
work of Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007).

Observations indicate that there is significant seasonal
variability in the biomass and community structure of
phytoplankton at BATS. Small eukaryotic photoauto-
trophs tend to dominate in terms of carbon biomass during
the spring bloom. However, as the water column stratifies
coming into the summer, the biomass of Prochlorococcus
cells rises to nearly equal that of the eukaryotes (DuRand
et al. 2001). This transition is indicative of a shift in
environmental conditions from (relatively) nutrient-replete
conditions during the spring bloom to nutrient-limited
conditions during the summer and fall.

Output from the model for surface phosphate, PAR,
phytoplankton biomass, the mean population cell size, the
mean population investment in the photosynthetic appa-
ratus, and the mean population investment in the
biosynthetic apparatus for the final year of a 20 yr
simulation at BATS are shown in Fig. 6. Trends in
phytoplankton biomass are roughly in keeping with
observations, with a peak in biomass during the small
spring bloom, followed by a shift to lower biomass in the
surface and the formation of a deep chlorophyll maximum
at , 100 m.

The model reproduces qualitative temporal and spatial
observed trends in cell size, with larger cell sizes being
positively selected during the initiation of the spring bloom,
followed by a shift to small cell size in surface waters and
an increase in cell size with depth. This is further illustrated
in Fig. 7, which gives an indication of how the agent
population is distributed throughout trait space for two
depth slices, one taken at 10 m and the other at 100 m.

Fig. 4. Achieved growth rate in (A) high- and (B) low-light
environments of optimally allocating cells as a function of cell size
(vertical axis) and the external nutrient concentration (horizontal
axis). In steady-state environments, where losses exactly balance
gains, contour lines represent zero-net-growth isoclines. The
leftmost points on each contour line give theoretical values for
the equilibrium nutrient concentration R* (horizontal axis) and
the optimum cell size ropt (vertical axis). The growth of cells larger
than ropt is limited by the diffusive transport of nutrients. Cells
smaller than ropt have lower growth rates due to increased
structural overheads.

Fig. 5. Modeled annual mean of the biomass-weighted mean
population cell size in the top 50 m of the water column for the
fifth year of a 5 yr simulation. Small cell sizes in low-latitude,
oligotrophic environments identify regions where the trade-off
between cell size, nutrient affinity, and growth may help to control
the size distribution of phytoplankton cells. In dynamic, high-
latitude environments, additional physiological factors, such as
internal transport limitations and self-shading Wirtz (2011), which
are more important in larger cells but are not considered here,
may be more significant.
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During the months of January, February, and March,
covering the spring phytoplankton bloom, the water
column is well mixed, and a relatively diverse agent
population emerges (Fig. 7A,C). During the months of
July, August, and September, the water column is
stratified, and a clear split emerges between the two depth
slices (Fig. 7B,D). This indicates competitive exclusion—
especially evident in surface waters, where cells are smaller
and the fitness gradient as a function of cell size is higher—
by the smallest cells, which are optimally adapted to their
respective local environments.

These results are then consistent with the model of
Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007), who observed an
increased investment in light-harvesting machinery at depth
as the water column restratifies following the spring bloom
and a concomitant increased investment in nutrient-
harvesting machinery (for which our structural biomass
pool acts as a proxy) in surface waters.

Resource competition in stratified environments: During
late summer at BATS, the biomass of Prochlorococcus cells
rises and is comparable to that of small eukaryotes (DuRand
et al. 2001), which we take as an indication that conditions
are approaching those seen year-round in more extreme
oligotrophic environments, where Prochlorococcus represents
the majority of the autotroph biomass (Hickman et al. 2010;
Bouman et al. 2011) and picoeukaryotes meet their nutrient
requirements via phagotrophy (Hartmann et al. 2012).

In oligotrophic environments, Prochlorococcus ecotype
abundances are observed to vary with depth (Zinser et al.
2007; Malmstrom et al. 2010), with high-light–adapted
strains, such as eMIT9312 and eMED4, peaking at

relatively shallow depths and low-light–adapted strains,
such as eSS120 and eMIT9313, having peak abundances at
slightly greater depths. This pattern is seen year-round at
ALOHA (Malmstrom et al. 2010) and is seen in AMT data
(Johnson et al. 2006). As well as adaptations for light level,
the Prochlorococcus ecotypes also vary by size (Ting et al.
2007), as seen in flow cytometric observations at BATS
(DuRand et al. 2001), where mean Prochlorococcus cell
radii are , 0.4 mm at depths / 100 m in contrast to cell
radii of , 0.3 mm at the surface.

The 1-D model results (Figs. 6, 7B,D) during late-
summer stratification (which we take as an example of
behavior year-round in more extreme oligotrophic envi-
ronments) are consistent with the resource competition
argument discussed earlier, with a trend toward increasing
cell size with higher nutrient levels but lower light levels at
increasing depths. We suggest that this trade-off in the
most extreme oligotrophic environments has selected for
the trait combinations seen in Prochlorococcus ecotypes
and that environmental selection based on light level then
maintains the observed vertical distribution of ecotypes in
less resource limited environments. This would then be
responsible for the rapid reestablishment of this pattern as
the water column restratifies coming into the summer at
BATS, but nutrient levels remain relatively high (Malm-
strom et al. 2010).

The model does not reproduce the picoeukaryote
population seen in extreme oligotrophic environments,
which we attribute to the absence of phagotrophy by
picoeukaryotes (Hartmann et al. 2012), missing top-down
controls (where size-dependent predation limits the population

Fig. 6. Model output from the final year of a 20 yr simulation performed at BATS, showing (A) phosphate, (B) PAR, (C)
population biomass, (D) the biomass-weighted mean population cell radius, (E) the biomass-weighted mean population investment in the
photosynthetic apparatus, and (F) the biomass-weighted mean population investment in the biosynthetic apparatus.
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size of the smallest cells), or missing stochastic mixing (and
thus nutrient supply) via mesoscale (McGillicuddy et al.
1998) and submesoscale (Calil and Richards 2010) processes.

Nutrient levels in extreme oligotrophic environments:
Given the single-nutrient basis of the model, it is unrealistic
to expect detailed agreement with nutrient levels, but a
comparison of trends is nevertheless instructive. In the model,
surface phosphate concentrations fall to , 0.4 nmol L21

during the summer and fall, with values varying between
, 0.05 and , 0.8 nmol L21 over the course of a day (data
not shown). Subnanomolar phosphate concentrations have
been reported in the ultraoligotrophic South Sargasso Sea
(Wu 2000) and in the eastern Mediterranean (Moutin et al.
2002). Other measurements in ultraoligotrophic regions
of the North Atlantic gyre have reported concentrations of
, 2 nmol L21 (Zubkov et al. 2007). These values are
somewhat lower than the lowest observed levels at BATS,
where data indicate that levels remain at low nanomolar (,
10 nmol L21) concentrations (Wu 2000), consistent with a
scenario where BATS is at the eutrophic limit of the
environmental gradient where bottom-up controls dominate.

The discrepancy between observed and modeled levels of
phosphate in extreme oligotrophic environments may have
multiple causes. Limitation by other nutrients, such as

ammonium, or physiological (enzyme) limits on nutrient
uptake at very low concentrations, perhaps combined with
the preferential utilization of organic phosphorus (Moore
et al. 2005; Martiny et al. 2006; Scanlan et al. 2009), would
likely limit the minimum observed level of inorganic
phosphate. Unresolved top-down controls on the popula-
tion size of the smallest cells, would also allow nutrient
levels to rise. Alternatively, physiological adaptations in
response to phosphate limitation, which effectively reduce
an organism’s quota for phosphate (e.g., via the replace-
ment of phospholipids with sulfolipids (Van Mooy et al.
2009) below the Redfield ratio of 106 : 1 assumed in the
model, may also be important.

Discussion

We have investigated the influence of bottom-up
controls from light and nutrient limitation and size-
dependent trade-offs for the smallest cells, on patterns in
phytoplankton biogeography. Our model indicates that
extreme small cell size in phytoplankton leads to a trade-off
between cell size, nutrient and light affinity, and growth
rate, which arises due to the necessary allocation of
resources to nonscalable components. The model is

Fig. 7. Time-integrated agent biomasses as a function of cell size and investment in the photosynthetic apparatus normalized against the
total biomass. Data are integrated over the months of January, February, and March at depths of (A) 10 m and (C) 100 m and over the months
of July, August, and September, also at depths of (B) 10 m and (D) 100 m. The dashed black line in each plot demarcates the limit imposed on
allocation to the photosynthetic apparatus as a function of cell size arising from the necessary allocation of resources to structural components.
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consistent with an apparent decrease in maximum growth
rate for the smallest (/ 1 mm3) cells (Finkel et al. 2010;
Wirtz 2011) that has also been attributed to increased
metabolite leakage and to maintenance energy require-
ments in other studies.

The model is qualitatively consistent with overall
patterns in phytoplankton biogeography, with seasonally
stratified, high-latitude environments being dominated by
larger, fast-growing cells, while in stratified, nutrient-
supply–limited environments, smaller cells dominate. In
stratified environments, the model also reproduces ob-
served trends toward increasing picophytoplankton cell size
with increasing depth, which follows from the competitive
exclusion of smaller cells with increasing nutrient but
decreasing light levels. The model is supported by
proteomics data for the smallest cells in extreme oligotro-
phic environments (Sowell et al. 2009) and evidence for
streamlined architectures (Ting et al. 2007). Both of these
suggest that our model captures a key scaling of resource
allocation with size that directly affects fitness. This is
further supported by the direct evidence for a reduction in
the maximum growth rate for some of the smallest cells
(Bec et al. 2008).

In practice, there remains considerable uncertainty in
quantifying resource allocation to ‘‘nonscalable structurally
associated’’ components, and our model makes numerous
simplifying assumptions. In particular, the calculation of
cell composition is limited by (1) uncertainties in values, (2)
variation between ecotypes, and (3) uncertainty in quanti-
fying less directly cell-surface–associated components.
Future studies could further extend our theoretical
approach by directly comparing with observed allocations
to structural components by different organism types and
any concomitant changes in maximum growth rate.

Our ecosystem model for resource competition and
trade-offs is directly applicable where the smallest photo-
autotrophs are dominating the photoautotroph nutrient
uptake, that is, the ultraoligotrophic regions described by
Zubkov et al. (2007) and Hartmann et al. (2012). Our
hypothesis is that Prochlorococcus has evolved to be
adapted to these environments, with consequent trade-offs
in cell size and light acclimation. The regime may extend as
a far as periods of summer stratification in less extreme
oligotrophic environments, such as BATS. However,
beyond these regions, other controls on the phytoplankton
cell size distribution are likely to be more important. In
future work, our mechanistic, trait-based approach could
be extended to include controls on the whole cell size
spectrum, with both a physiologically motivated model for
larger photoautotrophs, including internal transport limi-
tations for nutrients and light (Wirtz 2011) and additional
strategies to mitigate the effects of a decreasing ratio of
surface area to volume (Cermeño et al. 2006; Young 2006)
acting in combination with a trait-based approach to size-
dependent predation (Armstrong 1994).

Our overall approach is based on a mechanistic model of
the marine ecosystem that builds on the work of Follows et
al. (2007) and Bruggeman and Kooijman (2007). It includes
a mechanistic model for interactions between organisms
and their environment, a mechanistic model for organism

physiology based on subcellular resource allocation, and a
model for ecoevolutionary dynamics that represents rapid
adaptation of the microbial population. The overall
approach is based on the simple initial hypothesis
(following Shuter 1979) that phytoplankton strategies can
be explained as the adaptive result of resource allocation to
evolutionarily conserved (and species-independent) subcel-
lular components (Tilman 1988; 1990; Bruggeman and
Kooijman 2007). It may be readily extended to study
dynamic acclimation (Geider et al. 1998; Bonachela et al.
2011), the management of storage pools (Ross and Geider
2009; Wirtz and Pahlow 2010), and ecotype-dependent
aspects of organism physiology (e.g., in pigment composi-
tion; Hickman et al. 2010).

By representing selection in a dynamic, ecological
environment, our approach essentially generalizes the
application of optimality principles (Parker and Smith
1990; Smith et al. 2011) and cost–benefit arguments (Raven
1984). Such a mechanistic and physiologically motivated
approach has several potential advantages (e.g., see
discussion by Follows and Dutkiewicz 2011) over other
approaches to modeling the marine ecosystem. First, it
provides a parameter-sparse representation of microbial
diversity based on a model for organism physiology and
traits rather than empirical measurements of organism
properties (Le Quéré et al. 2005). Second, the mechanistic
basis allows model tests against data that highlight missing
processes (as here) rather than considering data compari-
sons as a mechanism for parameter estimation, as may be
the case in highly aggregated (e.g., nutrient–phytoplankton–
zooplankton–detritus) models. Finally, the coarse-grained
representation of cellular physiology provides a link to more
detailed systems-biology approaches (Buescher et al. 2012)
and to omics data sets (Gilbert et al. 2011). Ultimately, such
mechanistic approaches may help us understand the likely
response of the marine ecosystem to global change.
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